SYSTEM STRUCTURE
LIGHTWEIGHT ROOF
0° - 15°

LIGHTWEIGHT GREEN ROOF
• PITCH: 0° - 15°
• SYSTEM STRUCTURE THICKNESS INCLUDING SEDUM: 61-70 mm
• SATURATED WEIGHT: 40-45 kg/m²

1 SEMPERGREEN® SEDUM-MIX BLANKET 30 MM
Pre-cultivated Sedum-mix blanket, consisting of a mix of 8 to 12 different types of Sedum. Vegetation percentage on delivery: at least 95%.

2 SUBSTRATE ROLL 20 MM
Substrate roll is a lightweight green roof substrate, manufactured from long mineral wool fibres. It is a good growing medium and ensures good water absorption and tenacity.

3 DRAINAGE INCLUDING FILTERFLEECE 11-20 MM
The thickness of the drainage layer will depend on the roof structure and the water storage capacity required, depending on the climate.